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Introduction:
This chance enabled me to participate in the ITP, it was a golden chance
which gave me different ideas, skills and experiences with the
participants on the programme. The programme was divided into two
parts, Online and Onsite. Because of the Covid 19 pandemic that
prevented travelling to the United Kingdom, it was a good way to get to
know the British Museum through the lectures given by the Museum
staff through the online programme. Online learning has been
instrumental in drawing up a general idea of museums and
archaeological sites in the United Kingdom
Visiting the United Kingdom had many benefits and created many ideas
and experiences. The visit allowed us to meet with different colleagues
and to participate in rich scientific lectures and dialogues that included a
great deal of information exchanged between colleagues from different
places and museums. Each of them had his vision, ideas and experience
in the various topics that were discussed, which had a great impact on
acquiring unique and diverse knowledge. The experience of the ITP
affected my passion and ambition for antiquities, through getting
acquainted with the various civilizations of the world at the British
Museum and other museums and archaeological sites in the United
Kingdom. The experience of working with large and medium groups in
the lectures was very useful. Through this visit, my mind opened to many
topics in the science of museums, especially concerning the Sudanese
civilization in the Egypt and Sudan section. The lectures were interesting
and have a variety of material. I was able to come up with many ideas
and plans that apply to the Sudan National Museum, which is full of
fascinating archaeological treasures, and which has not received the
appropriate attention due to a lack of resources.
Ideas and plans can be summarized as follows:
First: Displaying
What was astonishing about the display in the British Museum was that it
was meaningful, coherent, and attractive. What attracted my attention
was the display of stone tools, which, in the Sudan National Museum we
place on horizontal wheels. However, I found stone tools displayed in
the British Museum in a case, vertically, in an attractive shape.

I was also attracted by the way the coins were displayed and developed,
and we also lack this kind of display of the coins at the Sudan National
Museum - the idea of how the coins are presented was appealing to
Sudanese officials at the museum and they welcomed it.

Second: Documentation
At Sara Kayser’s session, I learnt about different and important types of
documentation, and how if we apply these methods of documentation, we
can preserve artefacts by providing all the information about them in the
documentation.
Third: Storage
I learnt about different types of storage, and was particularly interested
in the organics storage, which need to be preserved at a specified
degree of humidity, as well as protecting them from rodents to prevent
damage to the pieces. Through my trip to the storage areas of the Egypt
and Sudan department, I gained knowledge of a lot of scientific methods

to preserve the pieces for as long as possible, and I got to know how to
store the textiles in specific boxes to prevent the arrival of light and dust
and to protect it from damage.

One of the most important and useful educational courses was the
Museum Project Day, where we visited other museums and used the
experience to summarize the ideas, goals and messages of the museum.
With a small group, I headed to the Transport Museum, located in
London near the British Museum. The message of the museum was to
the public about how the transport system was developed in the United
Kingdom. There is a new hall focused on people from the Caribbean who
tell their stories and migrated from the Caribbean to the United Kingdom.
This opportunity allowed me to get to know the rest of the museums that
my colleagues visited and to prepare a summary of the most important
goals and messages of museums with explanations and pictures, which
was useful to everyone and provided a lot of rich and useful information.
Also, an important museum I visited in London is the Sir John Soane’s
Museum, a museum of history with a diverse display. It contains a huge
library and deals with a variety of subjects, such as civilizations and
important historical figures, in addition to the daily life of that period.

Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.
The Petrie Museum is home to an internationally- renowned collection of
more than 80, 000 objects, which tell the story of how ordinary people
lived during the time of the pharaohs. Inside the Museum, you will find
papyrus and stone fragments inscribed with hieroglyphs, beautiful
jewellery, personal objects, ancient mummy cases, and the Tarkhan
Dress, the oldest known woven garment in the world.

One of the most beautiful sites we visited was Stonehenge, it is the most
architecturally sophisticated and only surviving lintelled stone circle in
the world. It can help our understanding of regional and international
contacts from the 4th to 2nd millennia BC and shed light on how prehistoric
society was organized
Speculation on the reason it was built ranges from human sacrifice to
astronomy.

The site is also attached to a museum that displays different kinds of
objects found on the site. A visit to this site provided important
information about the history of the Paleolithic period in the United
Kingdom. A day was also organized to visit the city of Oxford, and this
allowed us to learn more about sites outside London, we started our day
at the Bodleian library meeting former British Museum curator Richard
Parkinson, now professor of Egyptology, University of Oxford. They
introduced us to Madeline Slaven, Head of exhibitions, and Andrew
Wheale, Exhibitions Administrator who guided us through how they
work with researchers around the University of Oxford to create,
develop and deliver their exhibitions programme.

Working with books and works on paper comes with its own set of very
particular challenges around display and design, particularly around
audience, engagement and special needs. Our fellows were keen to hear
how Richard and Daniela focused particularly on their new joint project,
Tutankhamun: Excavating the Archive which opened on 13 April 2022 in
the Treasury at the Weston Library. Richard then took us to Queens
College Oxford for a tour of their wonderful building. We also visited the
Griffith Institute which was established in 1939 as the centre for
Egyptology at Oxford. we met Francisco Bosch and Elizabeth Fleming,
Assistants to the Editor of the Topographical Bibliography, who gave us
an overview of the wonderful and diverse collections at the Griffith
Institute. We finished our day with a visit to the Ashmolean Museum –
the University of Oxford’s museum of art and archaeology ,founded in
1683, to see their world-famous collections.

In addition, one of the most important visits outside of London was to
Manchester for the UK Partner placement, an important industrial city in
the United Kingdom, where we visited the Museum of Manchester and
Manchester Art Gallery.
We went on a scientific tour around the museum, which included many
diverse objects. However, we did not have the chance to see the exhibits
in the halls due to the renovation of the museum, which will reopen in
2023 next year. We saw the halls where the maintenance is taking

place, and there will be a temporary exhibit on Egyptian gold mummies,
which the museum is preparing with great enthusiasm.

Visiting Manchester Art Gallery
The gallery had a wide variety of temporary exhibitions, and there were
activity halls for painters, children and the elderly.

We visited the costume collection and got to know about fashions in the
19th century, finding out that the designers are inspired by many
modern designs, There is an outdoor space for children, and through
this, I found lots of inspiration for many ideas to trial in Sudan.

We also visited the Science and Industry Museum and the National
Football Museum in Manchester.

Another important visit was the Museum of Liverpool. The museum
contains many objects and, most interesting of all were the objects of
Egypt and Sudan. The exhibit was beautiful and fascinating, but there
was a noticeable fact that in the Sudan Antiquities Department, it was
written in a large title: ‘African Kingdoms’, while the exhibits were from
Sudan, especially Kush, and l have no explanation for that.

One of the exciting areas we worked on during the ITP was the Object in
focus project, where we worked as a team on a project - our object was a
rock painting. Hence, I came up with the idea that Sudan contains
thousands of rock paintings at their original sites, a project with the
centre and a museum of its own could be established, especially since
such paintings tell us a lot about the communities and the environment in
those periods.

One of the most important things I learnt in the lectures was how to
attract the public to a museum as well as the volunteers, and to get
acquainted with the tasks that the volunteers perform inside the
museum. One of the tasks of the volunteers is to explain the objects to
the public, how to properly carry them, and what pieces they are allowed
to display in public. This talk benefited us a lot, and it has played a big
role in giving us a lot of important information that can be applied in our
museums.
One of the important features of the programme was Fellow-led time
which allowed the participants to present a paper about ideas or
projects from our own museum. This was useful for me, as I presented a
paper on how to make the Sudan National Museum more accessible,
especially for the category of people with special needs.

The subject received a lot of interest from my colleagues who provided
me with many proposals and ideas. I had an excellent opportunity to
work with a colleague from India. We have started working on a
proposal for the project and are waiting for its implementation through
the funding of the British Museum’s ITP. I am very enthusiastic to
implement this project with the Sudan National Museum. For me, this is
the biggest result of the programme, which aims to link continents
together with such ideas and projects.

